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Abstract—Dynamic legged robots are capable of a wide range
of behaviors, such as running, climbing and jumping. In each
of these cases the leg morphology, compliance, and postural
control all interact to enable dexterous, dynamic motion. In this
paper we examine the design trade-offs between these factors
in producing stable running and powerful jumping. Specifically
we examine the stability of a SLIP-like running model with
a unique 5-bar leg configuration that is designed for hopping
energetics. We show, via numerical simulation and with a
single leg experimental platform, the effect stiffness change, link
geometry, and configuration changes have on both the stability
of running and height of jumping, and indicate a scheme that
utilizes postural adjustments to switch between effective running
and hopping regimes.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the advantages of legged mobility systems is the
flexibility in the way in which the limbs can be used, depend-
ing on the environment. The same legs can be used to run,
jump over obstacles, climb walls, and even swim [1]–[3]. The
execution of each of these operations or tasks, such as jumping
and running, however, has distinct dynamic requirements, and
different combinations of leg design, stiffness, and control pol-
icy are required for peak performance. While these aspects are
usually considered and optimized independently, in this paper
we simultaneously examine how aspects of leg morphology,
compliance, and posture interact together to enable both of the
distinct, but related, dynamic tasks of horizontal running and
vertical jumping.

As a point of departure, we begin with the recently proposed
planar, 2 DOF symmetric 5-bar legs [4] utilized on Minitaur
[5], [6]. This robot uses direct drive motors which result in
high speeds and mechanical transparency. To compensate for
the low torque of direct drive, large gap-radius motors and
a parallel 5-bar mechanism leg are employed. Experimental
studies with this leg show that an unconventional configuration
where the ”knee” rides above the ”hip” results in superior
transduction of battery energy to body energy during jumping,
yielding significantly higher jumps than a conventional design
[4].

In contrast to hopping, primarily a 1D activity, running has
typically been modeled using the planar, 2D Spring Loaded
Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) Model [7]. This model accurately
captures the ground reaction forces and center of mass motions

for a wide scope of animals [8]–[11] and has also been applied
toward the development and analysis of running gaits on
robotic platforms [12]–[15], where the emphasis is usually on
controlling the speed and ensuring the stability of the resulting
gait. In particular, modeling work by Rummel et al. and others
[16]–[18] has shown that an articulated leg with an appropriate
effective non-linear stiffness profile can improve the stability
of running. Jun et al. further showed that this effect diminishes
as the leg link ratio departs from a 1/1 ratio [19].

In this paper, we utilize Minitaur’s 5-bar mechanism as a
tool to investigate the following questions. How different are
the dynamical demands for maximizing hopping height and
running stability? Does the non-conventional morphology that
maximizes power transduction from the motor also improve
the self-stabilizing behavior of the SLIP model? To what extent
does leg compliance and kinematic configuration affect these
results? Can we near-optimally achieve both behaviors with
the same leg?

Sections II and III introduce the simulations used to study
this trade-off, featuring a 1D and a 2D SLIP-like model, both
of which encode the 5-bar kinematics (see Fig. 1a, 1b). The
inherent trade-offs in stability between overall leg length, link
ratios, leg compliance, and nominal leg angles are investigated.
In section IV, we show that distinct postures are better for
running and jumping, and switching kinematic configurations
can enable the advantages of both on the same platform.
Sections V and VI describe how these results are then tested
on a physical, one legged hopping robot for both running and
jumping (Fig. 1c, 1d). Section VII summarizes these results
and gives some directions for future work.

II. SIMULATION MODELS

For the 2D running studies, we modify the commonly used
point-mass conservative SLIP model to include the kinematics
of the 5-bar mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1b. As is commonly
done, the leg is considered massless, and the foot is considered
a frictionless pin joint during stance. For the hopping study,
we analyze a 1D reduction of the SLIP model equipped with
a motor model and constrained to operate in the vertical
direction.
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Fig. 1. The SLIP Model (a) is a standard method for modeling dynamic
running. The system is defined by its parameters of mass (m), linear spring
constant (k), leg length (ζ), and angle of contact (ψ). Translating these to a
5-bar leg system (b), the length (ζ) becomes a function of the angle of the
hip (θ) with respect to the hip/toe axis and a torsional spring (κ) replaces
the energetic return afforded via a linear spring. The experimental setup for
this model (c) consists of a boom arm with a 5-bar leg attached at its end.
The 5-bar leg (d) is shown with the characteristic parameters that describe its
dynamic behavior.

A. 5-bar SLIP Model

For our 5-bar SLIP model, the effective leg stiffness is
defined by the torsional spring located at the hip, which
can either be a physical or virtual (motor driven) spring,
mitigated through the leg kinematics. Based on the design
of Minitaur, we consider the effect of varying these torsional
springs at the hips. Although there are no explicit mechanical
spring elements designed into the robot’s legs, the proportional
controllers on the hip motors act as a (tunable) spring stiffness.
The use of an articulated leg, in this case the symmetric
5-bar mechanism, alters the effective prismatic leg stiffness
depending on the instantaneous leg configuration.

Since we model the two-segment leg with a torsional spring
at the hip, the relationship between the leg force, Fleg, and the
torque, τ , experienced at the hip will be used to calculate the
relative nonlinear spring profile that will exist between the hip
and the toe.

The realization of this nonlinear spring stiffness in the
spring-mass model is dependent on the hip angle, θ, as a
function of the leg length, ζ:

θ(ζ) = cos−1

(
ζ2 + λ21 − λ22

2λ1ζ

)
(1)

Additionally, the nominal leg length, ζ0, designated by a
given nominal hip angle, θ0 = θ(ζ0), and pre-determined link
length values for the primary, λ1, and secondary, λ2, segments
can be expressed as (Fig. 1b),

ζ0 =
√
λ22 − λ21 + (λ1cos(θ0))2 + λ1cos(θ0) (2)

The nominal leg length and nominal hip angle define the
unloaded, free position of the spring. The substitution of the
linear spring in the standard SLIP model with a torsional hip
spring for the two-segment leg can be computed by equating
the spring energies. Using (1), the energy contribution from
the torsional spring constant, κ, can replace that of the linear
spring constant, k:

1

2
k(ζ0 − ζ)2 =

1

2
κ(θ(ζ0)− θ(ζ))2 (3)

From this energy replacement, the equations of motion of
the system can be derived using the Lagrangian:

d

dt

(
dL

dq̇i

)
− dL

dqi
= 0 (4)

where q = [ζ, ψ] for the stance phase of SLIP running. Thus,
the equations of motion for stance are:

ζ̈ = ζψ̇2 − gcos(ψ)− κ

m

dθ

dζ
(θ(ζ)− θ(ζ0)) (5)

ψ̈ = −2ζ̇ψ̇

ζ
+
g

ζ
sin(ψ) (6)

where m is the point mass at the hip, g is the gravitational
acceleration, ψ is the angle defined from the vertical axis
parallel to gravity and the line connecting the point mass to
the ground contact point. The switching event (lift off) occurs
when the length of the leg, ζ, returns to the nominal leg length,
ζ0.

The flight phase of each stride is defined using projectile
motion based on the final velocity produced from stance.
The height of the center of mass (COM) at the designated
touchdown angle marks the end of flight:

yTD = ζ0cos(ψTD) (7)

where ψTD is the touchdown angle and is prescribed during
the flight phase. No inertial effects impact motion during the
flight phase since massless legs are assumed. The parameters
utilized for the model are based on a prototypical human
runner [20], [21] and are listed in Table I.

B. 1D Hopper Simulation

A one dimensional hopping model was designed to evaluate
the maximum jump height of the mechanism at different
energy efforts. The equations for the hopping model were
derived with respect to input torque at the motors and gravity
on the COM:

a = −g +
τ

m

dθ

dζ
(8)



TABLE I
CONSTANT PARAMETER VALUES

Parameters
Simulation Experiment

Units
Values Values

Mass (m) 80 1.45 (kg)

Spring Stiffnessa (k̃10%) [1 : 50] [39, 75] N/a

Gravity (g) 9.81 ” (m/s2)

Apex Height (yApex) 1 ≈ 0.3 (m)

Touchdown angle (ψTD) [−90 : 0] [−25 : 0] (degs)

Input Velocity (vx) 5 ≈ 2.2 (m/s)

Segment Ratiob (R) [0.5 : 1] [0.5 : 1] (m/m)

Nominal Hip Angle (θ0) [0 : 90] [75, 105] (degs)

Segment 1 (λ1) Rλ2 [0.1, 0.15] (m)

Constant Nominal Length Simulations

Nominal Leg Length (ζ0) 1 [0.2010, 0.1492] (m)

Segment 2 (λ2) Eq. 12 [0.2, 0.15] (m)

Constant Segment Lengths Simulations

Nominal Leg Length (ζ0) Eq. 2 [0.2010, 0.1492] (m)

Segment 2 (λ2) ζmax
R+1

[0.2, 0.15] (m)c

aWhere k̃10% = k10%ζ0/mg
bWhere R = λ1/λ2
cWhere ζmax = λ1 + λ2

where the acceleration of the center of mass, a, is affected by
gravity, g, and the resultant force from the input torque, τ .
The input torque was defined using a standard motor model
with parameters for the T-Motor U8 brushless DC motor used
on Minituar. [22]

τ = τmax −
τmax

ωNL
θ̇ (9)

with a max torque, τmax, of 6.3 Nm (for 2 motors) and no-load
speed, ωNL, of 84 rad/s .

III. SIMULATION STUDY AND DEFINITIONS

Using this conservative SLIP model equipped with the 5-bar
leg kinematics, we investigate the effect of leg design, posture,
and compliance on the stability of running.

Since the kinematics produce a non-linear stiffness, an
equivalent linear value k10% is computed below and shown on
the vertical axis for Figs. 2, 3, and 5. For each design study we
examine the effect of parameter variation on the range of leg
touch down angles (the horizontal axes of Figs. 2, 3, and 5)
and we determine those period-1 gaits that converge to steady-
state. The eigenvalues for each stable point are also computed,
although they are perhaps less insightful than the size of the
range of stable values.

Two general sets of simulations were run. The first (de-
scribed in Sec. IV-A), looks at how leg posture and link ratio
affect the resulting non-linear spring profile . The second (de-
scribed in Sec. IV-B), follows up on this to look at the effect of
changing segment lengths, overall leg lengths, and leg posture
affect the resulting regions of stable running. To facilitate the

discussion of these studies we define a reference stiffness
for comparison and explain the rational behind looking at
leg designs with constant nominal leg lengths and constant
segment lengths.

1) Reference Stiffness for Comparison: In order to compare
the effects of a torsional hip spring to that of a linear spring
in a standard SLIP model, a relation is derived through
determining the resultant torque from a given force causing
a 10% compression of the leg. A one dimensional Jacobian
is derived based purely on the extension of the leg along the
toe-hip axis via the relation of length, ζ, and angle, θ derived
previously (1),

ζ̇ =
dζ

dθ
θ̇ → F =

dθ

dζ
τ (10)

From this expression, the torsional stiffness for a 10%
compressed, two-segment leg can be calculated as:

κ =
k10%∆ζ10%
(θ0 − θ10%)

dζ

dθ
(11)

where, k10% is the relative linear spring stiffness, ∆ζ10% is
the length the leg is compressed (0.1ζ0), θ0 is the nominal hip
angle, θ10% is the hip angle at 10% length compression, and
dζ/dθ is the Jacobian (10). For the purposes of comparison,
this value is normalized to k̃10% = k10%ζ0/mg, providing a
basis for comparison between different leg configurations.

2) Constant Nominal Leg Lengths: Initial simulations were
run on the basis of maintaining a nominal leg length through
different hip angles and adjusting the segment lengths in order
to accommodate a desired hip angle and ratio of interest:

ForR2 6= 1

λ2 =
Rζ0cos(θ0)±

√
ζ20 (R2cos2(θ)−R2 + 1)

R2 − 1
ForR2 = 1

λ2 = ±1

2
ζsec(θ)

(12)

where a designated ratio R, nominal leg length, ζ0, and
nominal hip angle, θ0, are used to calculate the lengths of
the two segments, with R = λ1/λ2.

3) Constant Segment Lengths: With a physical system in
mind, an additional set of simulations were run holding the
segment lengths (λ1 and λ2) constant. For these, the previous
leg length of ζ0 = 1m was taken as the maximum leg length
(ζmax), where λ1 + λ2 = ζmax and the ratio (R = λ1/λ2)
provide the necessary information for determining link lengths
for different ratios (see Fig. 3 and Table I). To maintain
consistency all of these runs were given the same initial
velocity conditions, even though each configuration resulted
in a different nominal height. This helped preserve the total
system energy across runs.



IV. SIMULATION RESULTS & DISCUSSION

A. Torsional Hip Spring Analysis

Figure 2a shows the resulting stiffness profiles as the leg
posture (hip angle θ) is varied from 90o to 5o (equivalent to
changing the knee angle β from 0o to 170o). This normalized
force-compression profile reveals several key points related
to the design of the 5-bar leg mechanism. First, variation
in the configuration angle (β0/θ0) has a significant effect
on the realized stiffness of the leg, allowing tunable stiff-
ness through adjustment of the leg configuration rest length
(ζ0). Second, with smaller displacements from nominal length
(∆ζ/ζ0 < 10%) manipulating the link ratio has less of an
effect on the stiffness profile than configuration angle. With
higher displacements, however, the differences become more
apparent.

To further analyze the effect of varying the link ratio and
touchdown angle for the 5-bar with a torsional hip spring,
a series of plots were produced showing the stable range of
touch-down angles for two different ratios (1/1 and 1:2) and
two different configuration angles (θ0 = 5o and θ0 = 15o)
(Fig. 2b). Though the basin for a R = 1/1 ratio encompasses
a greater range of touchdown angles, it has significantly higher
torsional stiffness requirements than those of a R = 1/2 ratio
(right column). For Minitaur, this directly correlates with the
torque requirements of a motor since the torsional stiffness
is realized through the proportional gain and thus the current
draw required by the motors. Hence, although the R = 1/2
leg’s stiffness profiles and range of stable running are slightly
worse than the R = 1/1 leg, the resultant gaits may be more
energetically efficient.

B. Running with Different Leg Lengths

Following the definitions outlined in Sections III-2 and III-3,
Fig. 3 shows the performance for three primary starting config-
uration angles: knee above the hip (θ0 = 105◦), knee parallel
to the hip (θ0 = 90◦), and knee below the hip (θ0 = 75◦).
In these cases, we first observe that the stability regions are
greatest when the leg is run with the knee below the hip for
a given energy input in both the case of constant nominal
length and that of constant segment lengths. Additionally, we
note that with shorter legs (constant segment lengths), with
the same input energy, larger basins are found (as compared
to constant nominal length legs). This suggests that when
designing these legs, shorter leg lengths may increase running
stability.

A third observation is that higher effective (relative) stiffness
increases the size of the stable region and that with increasing
stiffness, the stable region shifts to the right (a more upright
posture).

Of these three effects, however, the knee configuration has
a largest impact. While an equal link ratio and shorter overall
leg length do help to some degree, the primary factor affecting
the stability appears to to be the running configuration, where
a smaller hip angle (knee down) is best.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) The normalized force compression profile demonstrates the
characteristics of torsional hip springs in the two-segment leg. (b) The
adjoining plots reveal the effect of this force profile on the basins of attraction
for two separate link ratios and two different hip angle configurations. The
eigenvalues are computed from the return map of a single step.

C. Hop Height Study

The model described in Section II-B was used to analyze
the maximum achievable hop height as a function of leg link
ratios. The constant segment length calculations demonstrated
in Table I were used with ζmax = 0.3m to match the physical
platform. Figure 4 shows the results of manipulating the ratio
between the primary and secondary segments of the leg when
the change in stroke length (∆ζ) is maximized. From this



Fig. 3. As described in Sections III-2 and III-3, depictions of these definitions as well as a comparison of the 5-bar leg mechanism dynamics under different
circumstances. Shown are the stability basins for these models with three different configurations; knee above the hip (θ0 = 105◦), knee parallel/adjacent to
the hip (θ0 = 90◦), and knee below the hip (θ0 = 75◦).

simulation study, it is demonstrated that maximum hop heights
are produced for R ≈ 0.49 (50% effort), R ≈ 0.59 (75%
effort), and R ≈ 0.63 (100% effort) to produce the maximum
hop heights of 13.57cm, 32.13cm, and 53.14cm, respectively.
For all levels of control effort, using a leg design with R ≈ 0.5,
yields jumps twice as high as R = 1.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) The motor model (Eq. 9) is applied to the systems’ primary
segments to produce an upward trajectory of the COM. The designated starting
and ending positions (ζ1 and ζ2, respectively) determine the configuration
stroke length (∆ζ = ζ2 − ζ1) of the mechanism for a hop. Additionally,
the resultant hopping height displacement (∆h = hmax − ζ2) of the system
is determined via the output velocity produced by this energy input for the
angular range of travel. (b) For a range of different ratios at different % control
efforts, the hop height displacement produced from the maximum change in
configuration height (∆ζ) demonstrated optimal ratios of 0.49, 059, and 0.63
(for 50%, 75%, and 100% effort, respectively).

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to evaluate the veracity of the simulated results, an
experimental platform was developed that allowed single leg
hopping (see Fig. 1c). A single five bar leg was attached to the
end of a 1.15m, aluminum boom arm in order to effectively
restrict its motion to the sagittal-plane. The robot’s touchdown
point extends linearly off of the rear linkage of the robot
and is covered by a 3D printed ABS plastic, spherical foot
with an elastomeric covering to produce high friction between
the ground and the effective leg which attempts to replicate
point ground contact (eliminating the effect produced by the
toe extension present on the physical system). Contact events
were registered from the leg via the motors’ Hall Effect based,
absolute encoders. To detect touchdown and liftoff, a force
approximation is made based on the one dimensional Jacobian
derived from the extension of the leg, ζ (Eq. 10). In order
to track the robot’s COM trajectory, Accu-coder model 15s
encoders, operating in the quadrature phase, are connected to
the arm and base of the boom and produce resolutions of
0.14mm and 0.044mm respectively. This data was recorded
using a National Instruments myRIO at 100Hz and compared
to high speed video of each run in order to visually verify
robot behavior.

The actuator transparency allows for proportional control to
create a virtual spring which was experimentally tuned. The
leg uses a time and event based controller which enforces
passive rotation of the hip while the the leg is in stance
and when the leg passes vertically below the center of mass,
applies a constant torque at 85% of the maximum. This
torque was chosen to accommodate for the virtual spring from
the controller. Upon liftoff, the robot resets to its original



touchdown angle, preparatory for the next step.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

1) Running Experiments: In order to experimentally ob-
serve the differences in the system dynamics based on the
placement of the robot’s knees relative to the hips, a 5-bar
linkage with link lengths λ1 = 10cm and λ2 = 20cm was run
in a knee up and a knee down configuration. Two approaches
were used to control stiffness: one set held constant torsional
stiffness and the other held a constant normalized relative leg
stiffness k̃10%. Both were swept through prescribed touchdown
angles. The results for these tests are shown in Fig. 5. The
stability of the robot is determined through the appearance
of repeatable gaits, deemed to be successful if the leg makes
more than two full revolutions of the track after achieving a
steady state behavior.

Although the runs were evaluated primarily on a pass/fail
criterion, at some touchdown angles a successful gait was
highly contingent upon the initial conditions, or destabilized
easily with perturbation (marked as marginally stable on
Fig. 5). Additionally, at the higher angles of attack in the
knee down configuration, stable period-2 gaits manifested in
experimentation, marked by step pairs that experience a short
and then long flight phase interchangeably. As the angles
approach vertical, the period 2 behavior becomes increasingly
pronounced. While these stable gaits are explicitly excluded
from the simulation study, it is interesting to note that, on the
robot, they only appear in the knee down configuration.

We observe from Fig. 5 that the span of successful gaits
in a knee down configuration exceeds that of a knee up
configuration even without including the stable period-2 gaits.
The second point of note is the shift towards higher angles of
attack for stable fixed points with rising stiffness. Third, the
range of stable gaits either grows or remains unchanged when
the leg stiffness increases.

In order to facilitate comparison with the simulation study,
Fig. 5 overlays the experimental results on the simulation
results produced using similar physical parameters to match
the robot (Table I, Experiment Values column), rather than
a typical human. However, the simulation model does differ
from the physical experiment in that simulation data shown
here was given an initial velocity of 5m/s (compared to
the physical systems ≈ 2m/s) and this simulation depicts a
conservative system, demonstrating the pure energetics of the
torsional hip spring.

While the trends are qualitatively similar, the experimentally
determined basin has approximately 20◦ lower angle of attack
than predicted by simulation. We expect that this is primarily
due to the asymmetry introduced into the gait via mechanical
damping and the actuation scheme chosen. For ease of com-
parison of the trends, we have added dashed regions in Fig.
5(a) and (b) which reflect the shape of the simulated stable
region with a 20◦ shift.

2) Hopping Experiments: The simulation results described
in Sec. IV-C suggest that linkage ratio can make a significant
difference in maximizing hopping performance. To test this,

the robot is constrained to a single dimension by holding
the desired touchdown angle to be directly below the COM.
Linkage sets with R = 1 and R = 0.5 are positioned at the
same effective leg length during stance and apply identical
torque to both motors simultaneously to execute a full jump.
In the 1/1 case, link lengths λ1 = 15cm and λ2 = 15cm are
used in order to ensure the same total leg extension during
stance. These jumps were run at 50%, 75%, and 100% of
the possible motor power for each leg. The jump height is
averaged over 8 jumps and compared to the simulated results
from Sec. IV-C and are plotted in Fig. 6. No data is recorded
for the R = 1 ratio at 50% effort, as the robot failed to achieve
liftoff.

Although the experimental data generally follows the ex-
pected trend of increasing height with actuator effort, the
robot jumps generally lower than the simulation predicts. This
is not too surprising as the simulation ignores all forms of
friction. Additionally, we note that during the full power tests
that the hop height is lower than expected, particularly for
R = 0.5. Current measurements during the trials indicate
that on the 100% effort jumps the power supply is saturated,
which is the likely cause for the decrease in performance.
Most significantly, however, we observe that the R = 0.5 ratio
linkage significantly out performs the R = 1 ratio in terms of
jump height for all effort levels.

VII. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Simulation studies of the SLIP-like runner based on the
symmetric 5-bar mechanism indicate that linkage design, pos-
ture, and spring stiffness all affect the stability of the system.
As leg link ratios deviate from R = 1 toward R = 0.5 the
size of the stable region of running slightly decreases, but these
gaits also appear to result in more efficient running. In a similar
vein, decreases in the relative nominal stiffness decreases the
size of the stable region, but may require less energy when
running.

The simulation studies looked at both constant nominal
length and constant segment link leg designs. These simu-
lations indicate that shortening the leg length may help with
stability some, but the primary factor that affects stability is
the leg posture. Running in the more common ”knee down”
configuration is much better than with the ”knee up” posture
that we had been using in previous experiments with Minitaur
[5]. The experimental results with the one-legged hopping
robot running in crouched and upright postures confirm these
simulation findings. The results are even more pronounced on
the robot, where we see additional stable period-2 gaits exist
that only appear in the ”knee down” configuration.

The 1D hopping simulations, on the other hand, show that
R = 0.5 is significantly (about 2x) better at jumping than an
equivalent system with a symmetric R = 1 leg morphology.
The power advantage found by Kenneally and Koditschek
[4] holds for jumping, even without a mechanical spring.
Experimental tests confirm the advantage of the R = 0.5 legs
with jumping heights about 3 times that of the R = 1 legs.



(a) (b)

Fig. 5. The appearance of stable gaits with (a) a knee down configuration (θ0 = 75◦) and (b) a knee up configuration (θ0 = 105◦). These plots demonstrate
the trend noted in both the conservative model and how it relates to the experimental results obtained.

Fig. 6. Simulated hopping height with linkage ratios of 1/1 and 1:2 plotted
with experimentally determined peak COM jump height.

Although horizontal running and vertical jumping appear to
favor distinct leg designs, this study of the dynamic effects of
each of the limb parameters allows us to identify a mechanism
to operate in both regimes with minimal loss of performance. If
a non-symmetric leg shape (e.g. link length ration of R = 0.5)
is used, then the leg is able swap postures from ”knee up” and
”knee down” configuration. For normal running it can lower
its knee to maximize stabiltiy, and then just before leaping it
can perform a squat type jump to maximize its hop height.

Possible future simulation-based extensions of this work
include a study of a wider class of leg mechanisms, an
investigation into active shaping of the stiffness profile via
the motor during stance, and an examinatin of the disturbance
rejection properties on a non-energetically conservative model.
In the near future we also plan to apply these results to the
Minitaur quadruped to determine how well this dynamic-mode
switching scheme works in three-dimensinal and unstructured

environments.
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